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Sam LeBihan (BA Hons, P.G.C.E, RT bbodance) has been Head of Teaching Qualifications at bbodance since 

2015. At appointment she was responsible for writing a new program of study that reflected current practice for dance 

teachers which has resulted in an innovative and highly successful teaching training program. Additionally, Sam was 

responsible for the creation of the Level 3 UAL Diploma in Dance course launched in September 2017, which provides 

young people access to fully funded pre-vocational dance training. In September 2018 Sam successfully completed the 

writing and development of a Level 1 Contemporary Dance syllabus which is fully recognised by Ofqual and hopes to 

complete the Level 2 over the following 12 months.  

 

Sam initially trained at Laine Theatre Arts where she successfully achieved vocational examinations across a range of 

dance genres and drama, and gained performance skills via professional theatre and television roles. Her training was 

then completed at London College of Dance where she specialised in Ballet, Contemporary and Dance Theatre. On 

graduation she was awarded The Lambert Cup for Drama and The Hutchinson Cup for Progress in Dance. In 2012 Sam 

completed her teaching qualifications with the University of Brighton, whilst commencing her MEd in Educational 

Studies.  

 

In 1995 Sam co-founded and directed Tonic Dance Theatre, a successful dance company producing accessible modern 

dance that ran for over 5 years. Whilst much of her choreographic work has utilized contemporary dance, she has also 

been the choreographic director for full-length Musical Theatre productions including Oliver, Cabaret, Grease, and 

Chicago. 

 

With over two decades of teaching practice that spans from educational, performance projects and enrichment 

programmes through to vocational level classes, Sam has endeavored to ensure that her teaching experiences are 

diverse. Through this she has developed a dynamic teaching style entrenched in practical and theoretical knowledge 

and pedagogic methodologies. 


